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Research questions::
The main design questions that I investigated are:
1. How might a co-housing type in Asian megacities contribute to the social environment and
economic sustainability of a traditional family structure?
2.How to propose practicable and predictable design strategies for this specific household
pattern that can advocate a household for a healthy individual, harmonious family and
friendly community in the future?
Backing::
Today, the multi-families housing is recognized as vital to modern, urban communities. And
it is primary housing type in some megacities, especially in high-density area. As a developed
modern city with great historical urban context, Xiamen offers a great range of fascinating
examples regarding creative co-operative housing projects dealing with current challenges
such as rising rents, changes in climate and demography, privatization and individualization.
There are quite a lot community-oriented housing projects.
At the same time, Some out-dated housing units in Xiamen used to be inhumane and
unhealthy, and promote isolated living experiences both physically and mentally. So a
household redesign for a healthy individual, harmonious family and friendly community is
becoming a pressing need. Xiamen Social Housing Innovations Plan include
multi-generational, barrier-free and affordable renovations, plus-energy communities of
existing buildings,etc.
The aim of this proposal is to create a housing development design that rebuilds the
community of the neighborhood by allowing a greater sharing of public and private space,
while maintaining and gaining a higher population density. The design proposal will preserve
the indigenous fine-grained urban fabric, which creates human scale and supports the
public/private exchanges observed through the fieldwork and analysis. This proposal will
explore housing sustainable design that reconsiders shared use of public and private in
collective spaces, as the key to take advantage of a dense inner-city environment.
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"A distant relative is not as good as a near neighbour."
                                               ----------Ancient Chinese Proverb
"Hundred good filial first"
                                                         ----------Confucian Proverb
About Family
About Neighborhood
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Urban Context & Living Condition
Do we really want this kind of apartment?!
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Urban Context & Living Condition
Can we create a better life without demolishing anything first?
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Urban Context & Living Condition
  How  About
Other Options?!
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The Forgotten Corner in Neon City
Blackout, broken telephone service
Disaster drills
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Problems What?                         Potential HOW?         
Family Structure
Limited Living Space
Limited Living Resoures
                                                                
Cultural/ Historical value
Flexible Living Unit
Neighbood Diversity 
Easily Move-in or out
Optimized Public/ Private Place
Well-organized Neighhood layout
 
Regenerative energy resoures
Sustainable & Healthy Lifestyle
                                                                        
Historical Preservation
Urban Fabric Renovation
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Site Location
Jinmen (Taiwan)
Xiamen (Mainland)
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About City
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About City
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About City
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Site Location
XIA MEN
SITE LOCATION
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HYBRID HOUSING LIVELY COMMERCIAL MULTI-TRANSIT ACTIVE COMMUNITY
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Water Side
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Street Side
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Building Type
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HISTORICAL URBAN FABRIC DISTRICTS 
DOWNTOWN AREA
EDUCATION INSTITUTES DISTRIBUTED AREA
SKYCRAPERS AREA
SITE
Surrounding
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Phase 1 Before 1949s Phase 1 Before 1949s Phase 2 From1949s to 1980s Phase 3 From1980s to Present
院 塔TOWER CAPWELLCOURTYARD
Existing Housing Type
Phase 1 Before 1949s Phase 1 Before 1949s Phase 2 From1949s to 1980s Phase 3 From1980s to Present
院 塔TOWER CAPWELLCOURTYARD
Housing Type Study II
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Density Proposal
Highest Density
420 Families
45000 ㎡
3413520 m³
Existing
Medium Density
168 Families
17500 ㎡
45520 m³
Low Density
78 Families
8300 ㎡
19520 m³
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70
 The aim of this proposal is to create a housing development design that rebuilds the community 
of the neighborhood by allowing a greater sharing of public and private space, while maintaining and gain-
ing a higher population density. The design proposal will preserve the indigenous fine-grained urban 
fabric, which creates human scale and supports the public/private exchanges observed through the 
fieldwork and analysis. This respectful attitude as start point represents a different approach from the 
modernist tabula rasa ideal of destroying the existing to create a new “rational” urban order as illustrated 
in Fig. 6.1.  
 Furthermore, a residential neighborhood is an agglomeration of housings, much like a large collec-
tive housing project, therefore this design will take several neighborhood blocks as an integrated single site. 
The target of design is “collective space”, as defined previously is “all exterior space” in the residential area.   
Through the creation of small urban spaces and multitude of elements that allow for flexiblity in collective 
spaces, this design will recreate the Ebisu Sanchome neighborhood into a social and productive area.
Chapter 6. Design Proposal - Collective Renovation
6-1. Concept
+α
+α
+α
+α
？
Fig. 6.1 Alternative proposal to high-rise 
developments
To create a housing development design that rebuilds the community of the neighborhood by allowing a greater 
sharing of public and private space, while maintaining and gaining a higher population density. The design proposal 
will preserve the indigenous fine-grained urban fabric, which creates human scale and supports the public/private 
exchanges observed through the fieldwork and analysis.
Alternative proposal to high-rise developments
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Concept Generation
Existing Building Survery and Evaluation
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Concept Generation
Primary Entrance to the city
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Concept Generation
Add Density
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Concept Generation
Horizontal Growth
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Concept Generation
Add Vertical Circulation
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Concept Generation
Opening to the water and street side
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Concept Generation
Apertures with existing courtyard
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Concept Generation
Pedestrian around the water
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Concept Generation
Intergrate new energy and lifestyle on rooftop
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III
A-A Section
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Primary Entrance to the city Add Density Horizontal Growth
Apertures with existing courtyard Loop Pedestrian around the waterAdd Vertical Circulation Opening to the water and street side
Concept
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In the past, "Chinese urbanization" meant rapidly raising the share of the urban population, and building a lot of residential high-rises. 
Nowadays, more and more people realize that urbanization could mean providing more equitable access to higher quality of life for the people 
already living in cities….
In this project, the local residents, living in the ignored corner of city, deserve toembrace new lifestyle without losing their own housing 
characters. Also, designer tries to maintain existing urban fabric carefully instead of replacing it with arrogant demolition. And designer comes 
up with some strategies for this project that can advocate a household for a more interactive, livable, resilient and energy-efficient community 
in the future.
Backing
Building scale
4. Keep
5. Inventory other existing buildings and classify them based on material, historian value, durability.
6. Add new living units on the top of the existing one.
7. Add new vertical and horizontal circulation to get access to public and private spaces.
8. Propose a unit mix for various potential occupant residences. 
9. Integrate local housing design vocabulary in new residential design, such courtyard, brick wall, atrium,etc.
10.  Integrate   various approaches into the design,  such as thermal comfort, interior air quality improvement, 
solar renewable technologies, etc. 
Urban scale
1. Propose attractive open spaces that promote quality of outdoor activities, focus on the two primary 
entrance that will include outdoor vendor, theater stage, landscaping,etc
2. Create more interactive experience on the water side, such as new piers, walking deck,etc
3. views from street to water side. Building scale
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Energy Generation Calcalation
Unit Consumption : 50 KWh/㎡/year
Living Area of housing:  13500 ㎡
Total Consumption: 675000 KWh/year
Sun Crown X21- 345 W
Typical PV size: 1046mm X 1559 mm= 1.63 ㎡
Average Energy Absorbed by a South-faced PV Panel: 240 KWh/㎡/year
Ideal Net Zero Standard PV Panel amount required:
875000/ 240 = 2812.5 ㎡
Total Roof Area: 3800 ㎡           PV Area Ratio = 74 %
Proposed PV area: 1700 ㎡   (about 1000 pieces of PV Panels )
So Energy generated by PV panel can offset 60.4% 
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